
Somewhere Over the Rainbow for NAF
When trying to arrange a popular tune for Native American style flute its limited range is an 
obvious challenge. Note-for-note arrangements will usually not be possible. This challenge is 
especially tough if the tune has a very distinctive wide range. The song, “Somewhere Over the 
Rainbow”, with its identifying octave jump, is a good example of this.

The opening tune starts on the root note and then immediately jumps up an octave. Adding to 
the challenge is the fact that the root note of the tune is not its lowest note, which will force the 
NAF to extend highs into its upper register.

Below are the first eight measures of “Somewhere Over the Rainbow” in the key of C major. As 
noted, the song starts on its root note and jumps straight to the octave. In the second line the 
tune dips down a minor 3rd below the root note.

Fortunately for the NAF, the interval of a minor 3rd is the difference between playing in 
pentatonic minor, and a full heptatonic (seven note) major scale. This means that a 3, in 
Number TAB, can function as the root, and the 1 will be a minor 3rd below it. Below is how the 
tune would look arranged for NAF this way.

The last tricky part of the opening tune is found in measure 7, on beat 2. The original note is a 
whole step above the lowest note, (Number TAB 2), requiring the player to half-hole. This note 
can be changed, and, hopefully, the new note will retain some of the harmonic and melodic 
function of the original note.
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Here is a more complete arrangement of the song. In measure 17 the two extremely high 
notes have been altered, again looking for new notes that function the same as the originals. 
From this point the tune could be further arranged to the taste of the player.
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